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BLOCK MASTER
CATALOG

ROBOT
TECHNOLOGY
Ultimate

The
robot building
series is now here!
The block shaped motors and
sensors make your robot move!

ARTISTIC
EXPRESSION
Create works of art using the ideal ,

versatile materials, Artec blocks.
Giant objects, dot art, and 3D models; Endless
possibilities will bring out the creator in you!

Artec blocks broaden your
creative mind.
The wide world of blocks
Just play! While repeatedly building and rebuilding
the block models, your creativity and inspiration are
stimulated and nurtured to be amazingly limitless.

The world's ﬁrst block

4.5mm

The structure of the
block lets you make
what you want,
exactly how
you want!

that can connect freely: vertically,
horizontally, even diagonally!

20mm

20mm

20mm

Vertical

Horizontal

Diagonal

Use your creativity to make it your own! Expand!
Art

Portrait
Sculpture

Science

Molecular Models

Model Houses
Floor Plans

Pulleys

Stop-motion Animation

Dot Art

Model house
uses a solar cell

Rail

Signs

Technology
Biped Walking Robot

No Smoking Sign

Christmas

Line Tracer

Halloween

Mathematics

General Goods

Arm Robot Car

Engineering
Mobile Stand

Glasses Stand
Tangrams
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Pythagorean Theorem

Pen Holder

Photo Frame

Link Robot

Link/Gear Mechanism

The Ultimate blocks to sharpen
your imagination.
The deep world of blocks
From level 1 to 3, Artec Blocks make it natural and simple for
you to intuitively create a robot of your own.

Lv 1 Can I make my robot how I want to?
Artec Blocks can connect freely: vertically,
horizontally, even diagonally , bringing your
imagination to life.
Remake it as many times as you like.
Our blocks will never limit your ideas.

Lv 2 Can I make the robot move? (block + power)
Just snap on a gear box, wheel,
connector, battery box and
make a remote-controlled robot or
one that walks with real joints!
Gear Box
Battery Box

Switch

Just
connect
blocks!

Lv 3 Can I program my robot? (block + power + sensor)
Servomotor

Use up to 3 diﬀerent levels of programming
software to control your own robot.

Reﬂective Infrared Sensor
When a hand
is put in front of
the dog it shows
affection

It's fun and easy because the motors and
sensors are blocks, too!
● See page 11 for details.
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Easy to do!

Reacts to
sound

Studuino

Connecting blocks and easy testing makes creating your model intuitive.
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Accolades for Artec Blocks
Achievement
Artec blocks have won awards the world around,

152202

including the prestigious Creative Child Magazine

Bucket 220 (vivid)

152211

Game Creator Set

award from America and the esteemed Taiwanese
Golden Pin Design Award.

Creative Child Awards

Dr. Toy s Best Children s
Products Awards

Make balancing games,
puzzle games, board games,
and more.

Golden Pin
Design Award

Real Teacher Comments
Classes using Studuino and Artec blocks

-Junior High School technical courses-

In order to keep up with the rapid changes in modern society while acquiring the capability to cope with problems facing
humanity, we need something more than the "put it together and forget it" type of learning materials.
① By combining the board with sensors, LEDs and other parts, this product gives
students freedom to create various robot models.

LED sensor lights created by students
in a junior high school class

② Furthermore, depending on the student or the learning situation, they have multiple
choices of methods such as typing Arduino IDE directly, connecting blocks for
programming, or using programming icons to create a program.
③ All parts can be used repeatedly. Build and rebuild: what's on their mind can be
instantly created as a model, evaluated, and modiﬁed.

Automatically lights up
when placed in a dark area

Due to Studuino and Artec block's features of "Arrange (reconstructing)",
"Customize (spec modiﬁcation)" , and "Add (adding parts)" , students can take
advantage of ﬂexible usage of the learning resources to develop highly creative
ideas and put them into their works.
Ms. Ichikawa, Junior High School technical course

Do monkeys hate snakes?

A light that can
programmed to illuminate
in multiple ways

Lights up when something
is put on top of it.

-Learning a mode of life-

A recent study suggested that monkeys have a hatred of snakes programmed into their DNA.
So what is it about snakes that monkeys hate? The shape? The colors? Or how they move? A robotic snake was
made using Artec blocks to validate the study.

-Impressions On Artec L BlocksWhat you imagine can be created easily.

① If you can capture images of the movement, you can
create a robot to mimic it.
② Elegantly shaped blocks intuitively connect in any way.
③ The servomotor is incorporated into a block part. You
can check its movement while you build.
④ The servomotor is ready to move as soon as you
connect it to the board. Simple and easy.
⑤ Create a program using icon software, then convert it
into Arduino language. After that, program can
be further adjusted. This is an eﬀective time-saving method.

This a great tool for giving presentations.
It can validate "function and shapes." I am going to
introduce this product in the ﬁeld of biomimetics.
It should not be conﬁned to the ﬁeld of robot creation.
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The snake robot completed overnight
including programming

Prof. Otsu of Suzuka National College of Technology

Extra Practice! Using Blocks to Find Sums
Blocks can be used to represent and solve a formula!
Sum of Square Numbers

Sum of Odd Numbers

1
１2＋２2＋・
・
・＋ｎ2 ＝ー n(n+1)(2n+1)
6

１＋3+5＋・
・
・＋(2n-1)＝ｎ2

When n = 3

-Impressions On Artec L BlocksRelying too much on textbooks can make
any lesson feel like a cram session, but
using blocks helps students visualize the
problem and makes memorizing formulae
that much easier.

When n = 6

①

① The blocks can be connected freely; vertically,
horizontally, and diagonally in order to create
more complex shapes.
② The block structure allows blocks to be connected
with their studs facing inward, allowing for
studless three-dimensional objects.
③ It's simple to change blocks from one formula to
the next.
④ Color coding each large part helps developing
spatial perception, by showing how the
combinations are made.

12 + 22 + 32

②

③
n=3

Artec blocks are a tool that can help students to
develop intuitive mathematical skills, bridging the
gap between memorization and hands-on learning.

n+1=4

2n + 1 = 7

An experiment for high schoolers conducted by Kinki
University to teach students formulas for sums using blocks.

Mathermatics professors at the Kinki University
Department of Science and Engineering

For Corporations
We imagine and create the near future of our towns and lives using blocks.
Length approx. 200 cm
30,000 pcs used (approx.)

Running on public roads!
Block electric car!

Hyogo Bender Engineering co.,ltd.

At Osaka Motor Show 8, an electric mini car that used
Artec blocks for the car body was exhibited.

Housing models introduced by a house maker to
corporations. Block houses can be easily designed and built
just as they're imagined. The photo above shows a near
future house equipped with solar cells. It charges during the
day and the energy can run an electric car and power other
household appliances.

Artec Blocks in Magazines
An Artec block robot will be featured in an article of the Japanese robot hobby magazine "Robocon Magazine".
The magazine is very popular among robot loving students
and robot experts. The article about our products will be
published in the March 2014 issue (No. 92).
The Studuino, an introduction to Artec blocks, and example
models of programming robots with pictures and diagrams
will be shown.

ROBOCON MAGAZINE

March 2014 (No.92)
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ROBOT

TECHNOLOGY

Arte c Bl o c k s R O BO L i n k- A
Se t f or bui ldin g a robot w ith mec h a nic a l link a g es

【Four-legged Walking Robot】 Example

【Biped Walking
Example
Robot】
152198

【Inchworm】Example

【Claw】Example 【Six-legged Walking Robot】 Example

★ Gear box is not assembled
★ Examples above are only few samples made using
Artec Blocks ROBO Link-A.
★ This set is for creating your own robots.

Requires battery
(1.5V AA/LR6)

Contents

JAN：4548030521981

×2

(sold separately)

Construction
Manual included

Artec Blocks ROBO Link-A

● Gear box ………………………… 1

● Disk ……………………………… 2

■ Dimensions: Block/Basic cube: 20 × 20 × 20 mm,
Half: 20 × 20 × 10 mm, Gear box: 40 × 80 × 30 mm,
Battery box: 40 × 80 × 20 mm, Beam: 100 × 20 × 10 mm
■ Materials: ABS ■ Package: Cardboard box

● Battery box ……………………… 1

● Basic Cube ……………………… 6

● Connector red/black (1 each) 50 cm…… 1

● Half B ……………………………… 10

● Beam ……………………………… 6

● Half C ……………………………… 18

● Rotor axis C ……………………… 14

● Half D……………………………… 16

point:

1

Remake them as many times as you want!

point:

2

point:

A gear box, wheels, connectors and
battery holder are connected simply
by pushing one part into the other!

3

Choose from 4 diﬀerent gear ratios!

Take them apart and remake!

Make any type of robot!

Unlimited possibilities!
5

16：1

Just insert the
square studs
on the gearbox,
tires, connectors,
and battery
holder into the
square holes!

57：1

200：1

700：1

Get even more creative by
adding more parts!

ROBOT

TECHNOLOGY

A rt e c Bl o c k s R O BO L i n k- B
E n j oy m ore c re a tive freed o m w ith tw o
m otors and a switc h!

【Worker Robot】 Example

【Six-legged Walking Robot】 Example

【Biped Walking Robot】Example
★ Gear box is not assembled
★ Examples above are only few
samples made using
Artec Blocks ROBO Link-B.
★ This set is for creating your
own robots.

152199

【Four-legged Walking Robot】 Example

Contents

JAN：4548030521998

Artec Blocks ROBO Link-B
■ Dimensions: Block/Basic cube: 20 × 20 × 20 mm, Half:
20 × 20 × 10 mm, Gear box: 40 × 80 × 30 mm, Battery
box: 40 × 80 × 20 mm, Beam: 100 × 20 × 10 mm
■ Materials: ABS ■ Package: Cardboard box

point:

1

Make a hand-crank generator by
combining the axle with blocks!

point:

Requires battery
(1.5V AA/LR6)

×2

(sold separately)

Construction
Manual included

● Gear box ………………………… 2

● Half A ……………………………… 2

● Battery box ……………………… 1

● Half B ……………………………… 10

● Beam ……………………………… 8

● Half C ……………………………… 16

● Switch …………………………… 2

● Half D……………………………… 16

● Rotor axis C ……………………… 20

● Wheel …………………………… 4

● Disk ……………………………… 2

● O-ring …………………………… 4

● Basic Cube ……………………… 10

● Connector red/black (1 each) 50 cm…… 1

2

point:

Experiment with the diﬀerence
between parallel and serial connections!

3

Two gear boxes can make advanced operations!!

★ Two 15 cm red/black connectors

Series Circuit

Set the motors separately.
Upper arm for movement and
lower arm for moving wheels.

Observe electricity ﬂow and
the generator's operation

Parallel Circuit

Line the 2 motors side by
side and make a
controller car!

Use the switches to control the gear box
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ROBOT

TECHNOLOGY

Link/Gear Mechanisms
Mak e i t m ove a n d se e how it w o r k s f o r yo u r s elf
point:

A mechanical linkage is composed of several bars of links connected by pivots. The mechanism is
applied to a wide range of everyday products such as umbrellas, bicycles, and machines.

②

Learn the basics of linkage mechanisms
by actually making it move.

②
②

①

【Lever-crank】Example

①

①

①

Advanced linkage mechanisms can be made as well.
①

①

②

Construction
Manual included

②

②

①

②

①

②

【Slider-crank】 Example

196486

JAN：4548030964863

Li nk a ge Study K it

Contents
● Basic cube Orange ………………………………………………………………… 4
● Half B Blue ………………………………………………………………………… 2
● Half C Light aqua ………………………………………………………………… 8

■ Dimensions: Block/Basic cube: 20 × 20 × 20 mm,
Half: 20 × 20 × 10 mm,Beam: 100 × 20 × 10 mm,
Base plate18: 180 × 180 × 10 mm
■ Materials: ABS

● Half D Light blue…………………………………………………………………… 4
● Rotor axis C ………………………………………………………………………… 8
● Beam ………………………………………………………………………………… 4
● Base plate 18 ……………………………………………………………………… 1

Learn the basics of rotation and power transmission through gears.

point:

point:

Easily make two gears engage
by attaching them to
the base plate.

【Horizontal Connection】 Example

Construction
Manual included

196488

Large gears clearly show the turning
direction and mechanism structure.

【Vertical/horizontal Connection】Example
JAN：4548030964887

G ear Study K i t
■ Dimensions: Block/Basic cube: 20 × 20 × 20 mm,
Half: 20 × 20 × 10 mm,Beam: 100 × 20 × 10 mm,
Base plate12: 120 × 120 × 10 mm
■ Materials: ABS

Contents
● Gear block L ………………………………………………………………………… 3
● Gear block S ………………………………………………………………………… 3
● Rotor axis C ………………………………………………………………………… 6
● Beam ………………………………………………………………………………… 1
● MIni cube Blue, Yellow, Green …………………………………………………… 2 each
● Base plate 18 ……………………………………………………………………… 1
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ROBOT

TECHNOLOGY

A kit that can make more complex mechanisms.
point:
Use gears that can engage
vertically or horizontally to
make a music box cam
mechanism.

point:
Learn the changes
which occur through
applied force.

【Vertical/horizontal
Connection Mechanism】 Example

①

(This mechanism is often used for shredders.)

③

【Cam Mechanism】 Example

point:

(This mechanism is often used for
music boxes.)

②

Reproduce the mechanisms around
you such as car steering wheels by
combining the gear and linkage
mechanisms.

Construction
Manual included

196487

【Rack and Pinion】 Example
(This mechanism is often used for car
steering wheels.)

Contents

JAN：4548030964870

A dv a nc ed Me ch an ics S e t
■ Dimensions: Block/Basic cube: 20 × 20 × 20 mm,
Half: 20 × 20 × 10 mm, Beam: 100 × 20 × 10 mm,
Base plate18: 180 × 180 × 10 mm
■ Materials: ABS

● Basic cube Orange ……………… 4

● Gear block L ……………………… 2

● Half A Yellow …………………… 1

● Gear block S ……………………… 2

● Half B Blue ……………………… 4

● Drive rail ………………………… 2

● Half C Light aqua ……………… 8

● Base plate 18 …………………… 1

● Half D Light blue………………… 6
● Rotor axis C ……………………… 8
● Beam ……………………………… 6

Go ahead and add more structures and mechanisms to your creation!
Dual-lever
linkage

Two linkages making an oscillatory movement.
Oscillatory
movement

Link rod

Crank
(drive)

Reciprocating
slider-crank
linkage

Rotary
movement

Link rod
Lever
(drive)

Lever
(follower)
Oscillatory
movement

Parallel crank
linkage

Slider
(follower)

Guide
(ﬁxed)

Two link rods of the same length facing each other,
transmitting rotary movements.

Rotary
movement

Reciprocating
movement
Rotary
movement

Pivot
Fixed pivot
point

Dual-crank
linkage

Two linkages making a rotary movement.

Link rod
Crank
(drive)

Center of
rotation
Fixed pivot
point

Oscillatory
slider-crank
linkage

Pivot

Crank
(follower)

Crank
(drive)

Gear
mechanism

Slider
(follower)

Rotary
movement

Rotary
movement

Guide
(link rod) Fixed pivot
point

Center of
rotation

Shaft
coupling
Rotary
movement

Oscillatory
movement

Cam
mechanism

★ Basic cube and Triangle A
are used. (sold separately)

歯車機構
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Circuit board for programming education
・Easy wiring. All parts are connected by cables.
・Free programming software that is easy to use, even for young children.

Designed especially for robot building
・Connectors for the servo motor, DC motor, LED, and buzzer are mounted on board.
No need for extension board or wires to make the robot.

Arduino compatible
・Arduino is based on the C programming language, but is easier to use.
DC motor IC connector

x8
Servomotor connector Servo
motor
The motor is
ready to operate
after a simple
cable connection
is made. Up to
eight servomotors
can be connected.

DC motor IC and connector
are mounted on the board.
Can operate up to two DC
motors simultaneously.

max.

x2

DC motors
max.

8MHz Quartz resonator ATmega168PA
This microcomputer controls the Studuino

Push-button switch
Up to four programmed
motions are allocated for
the switches.

USB mini-B connector
USB mini-B cable is used for
PC connection.
★ It is necessary to use
USB mini-B cable (not included)
to connect to PC.

Multi-purpose connector
Sensors, LEDs, and
buzzers can be
connected. Up to
eight devices can be
connected at once.

Power supply connector

Arduino compatible pin socket

Connects to the battery box.
153100

JAN：4548030531003

Studuino

x8

connector
max.

The socket is compatible with the bread board

■ Dimensions: Studuino main body 70 x 60 x 10
■ Package: Cardboard box
★ It is necessary to use USB mini-B cable (not included) to connect to PC.

MCU

ATmega168PA

Digital I/O pins

14-pin for DC motor driver: D2,D3,D4,D5,D7,D8,
for servo motor driver: D2,D4,D7,D8,D9,D10,D11,D12

8 (A0, A1, A2, A3 for connecting a push-button switch)
(A0, A1, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7 for connecting sensors)
Clock frequency 8MHz
Operating voltage 3.3V
DC motor driver IC TB6552FNG (max. 1A)
USB serial IC
PL2303TA
Push-button switch Connecting to A0, A1, A2, A3
Analog input pin
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Operating Environment/
● Studuino software: WindowsXP SP3 (32bit) / Windows Vista (32bit) /
Windows 7 (32/64bit) / Windows 8 (64bit) / Windows 8.1 (64bit)
Studuino board: Windows XP (SP2 or higher) (32/64 bit) / Windows
Vista (32/64 bit) / Windows 7 (32/64 bit) / Windows 8 (32/64 bit) /
Windows 8.1 (32/64 bit)
★ OS compatibility may change at any time. Check the website above
for up-to-date information.
★ When using an incompatible OS, it may be necessary to transfer
data to the hardware directly by using the Arduino IDE.
● CPU: Pentium 4, 2 GHz or higher (or equivalent) recommended.
● Memory 256 MB or higher. ● USB USB2.0 port.
● Microsoft .NET Framework 4 is required for using this software.
(Software Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 required. automatically
installed with the Studuino software.)
● Screen size XGA (1024×768) or higher.

ROBOT

SOFTWARE

TECHNOLOGY

The board can be used with three diﬀerent
programming environments

Three types of
programming
environments

Lv 1 Icon programming

Free
software

Drag and drop icons to create
your own program!
Dragging and dropping icons is all it takes to
program your robot.
Sensors determine how the robot behaves.
Software allows programmers to check each
movement as they go, making it simple for
beginners.

Simply drag &
drop the icons

Orders are programmable

Program branches and repeats

Export
Arduino
language!

Servomotor calibration
Servomotor angles can be
checked without
programming codes.

Sensor viewer

Each sensor value is
clearly shown in numbers.

Lv 2 Block programming
Diversions are
programmable

Connect blocks of
each program unit
by drag & drop.

Free
software

Export
Arduino
language!

Complex processes such as
branches, functions, and variables
can be programmed with simple operations!
Artec robots use a customized "Scratch," which was
originally developed by the MIT Media Lab.
The wide variety of blocks applicable to robot control
enables you to program robots close to the level of C
programming.
Block programming software can create more
complex processes than the Icon
programming software. ！

Sensor values are
visible while
programming.

Icon
programming

Block
programming

○

○

Loop

△※１

○

Diversion

△※2

○

Functions

△※3

○

Variables

×

○

Orders

Program branches and
repeats.

★ 1: Multiple loops are not programmable. ★ 2: Only valid conditions are programmable.
★ 3: Up to two functions can be programmed.

Lv

3

Arduino IDE

The Arduino IDE is for users ready to tackle advanced programming using
the Arduino language. Arduino intercompatibility allows these two environments
to achieve even higher levels of performance and control.
★ Arduino IDE cannot be downloaded from Artec's website.
What is Arduino...

● Arduino was born in Italy. It is an open-source hardware (microcontroller board) and software (called Arduino IDE) standard.
● The programming environment uses the Arduino language, which is based on C but is easier for beginners to handle.
● More and more people, especially in technical high schools, are using Arduino in ICT classes.
● Arduino users from all over the world exchange Arduino-related information via the Internet.
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Imagination
in motion
series

A n y s h a p e s , a ny m o t i o ns ! U nli m i t ed
ro b o t b u il d in g c a p a b i li t i es !

Special Artec Robotist
website
http://www.artec-kk.co.jp/robotist

Ju st co n n ec t a n d go!
Blocks

The block can connect freely: vertically,
horizontally, even diagonally!

Even beginners can enjoy it! This circuit
board is specially designed for making robots!

Easy building! Quickly insert or remove!

Simple wiring! Just connect cables!

Build and make it move just as you imagined!

Unlimited robot building capabilities!

【Four-legged Dancing Robot】

【Dog Robot】

【Turn Robot】

【Biped Walking Robot】

Download example
programs and assembly
instructions.

【Arm Robot Car】

【Line Tracer】

These are only a few examples of what Robotist can make!
11

ROBOT
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Add more parts to extend your creativity even more.
Studuino

Servomotor

DC motor

Sound sensor

Light sensor

Controls
the robot

For joints of robots.
Motor with angle
control

For joints of robots.
Motor with angle
control

Detects sound

Detects brightness

Touch sensor

Electronic buzzer

Detects contact with an
object

Control the sound to
make a melody

Accelerometer

Detects tilts and
motions

Reﬂective infrared
sensor

Detects a line on the ﬂoor, or the
presence or absence of an object

Create a program
and transfer it to
control your robot

LED

Four colors: red, blue,
green and white

Learn the basic system of
measuring and controlling

・Sensors (measuring)
・ Studuino
(judgment, command)
・Motors (control, motion)

Types of Sensors:
Accelerometer

Reﬂective infrared sensor

Runs while
detecting a line
Intuitive
remote
control

Touch sensor

Recognizes
contact with
an object and
turns

Sound sensor

LED will light up
in response to sound
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Imagination
in motion
series
153143

JAN：4548030531430

Robotist Advanced

Download example
programs and assembly
instructions.

190+
Pieces

Contents
● Studuino (with base mount) ……
● USB mini B Cable (80 cm) ……
● Battery Holder (for Size AA x 3) …
● Servomotor …………………
● DC motor ……………………
● Sound sensor ………………
● Light sensor …………………
● Reﬂective infrared sensor ……
● Touch sensor ………………
● Accelerometer ………………
● Buzzer ………………………

1
1
1
8
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

● LED (red, green, blue, and white) ……………… 1 each
● Sensor Connecting Cable (Three-wire 15 cm) ……8
● Sensor Connecting Cable (Three-wire 30 cm) ……2
● Sensor Connecting Cable (Four-wire 50 cm) ……1
● Extension cable for servomotors ……2
● Basic cube White ……………………20
● Basic cube Clear ………………………2
● Triangle A Gray ………………………8
● Triangle A Clear ………………………2
● Half A Light gray ………………………11
● Half B Blue ……………………………12

● Half C Light aqua ……54
● Half D Light blue………30
● Rotor axis C ……………8
● Disk ……………………2
● Wheel …………………4
● O-ring …………………4

Requires battery
(1.5V AA/LR6)

×3

(sold separately)

★ These are only a few examples of the robots you can make using Robotist Advanced.
★ This set is for creating your own robots.

These block parts can create unlimited numbers of robots!
point:
The robot swings its arms to the sound it
makes while walking on two legs.

point:
The electric buzzer plays a melody and
the robot dances along to it.

【Biped Walking Robot】Example

【Four-legged Dancing Robot】Example

The full ﬂedged set that can build anything you like.
See a video of Robotist
examples here.
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URL http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOJtKJ̲dOD8

ROBOT

Example Photos

TECHNOLOGY

point:

These are only a few examples of what Robotist can make!

point:

When the infrared sensor detects
any block, its arm will grab it and
move it to the lane on the left.

Grabbed blocks are continuously
transported one by one to
the other lane.

③

①

①
②

【Working Arm Robot】Example

Make the Transforming Robot!

Make these Basic robots!

【Arm Robot Car】Example

【Sensor Controlled Robot】 Example
【Transforming Robot】 Example
【Dog Robot】 Example

Make a Sensor Car!

【Line Tracer】Example

Make a Sensor Melody
Light Robot!

【Transporter】Example

【Sensor Melody Light Robot】Example
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Basic

Imagination
in motion
series

A beginner robot-building kit p o i n t :
Use the accelerometer to move the robot.
Grab and release objects
with the arm using
the touch sensor.

point:
The car can run in all directions by using
an accelerometer.When the accelerometer
is shaken violently, the robot will show surprise
by raising its arms.

Download example
programs and assembly
instructions.

【Arm Robot Car】Example

point:
When the sound sensor detects loud noise,
the dog will show surprise by raising its forelegs.

【Sensor Controlled Robot】 Example

【Dog Robot】Example

point:

When the infrared sensor under the chin is shaded by a hand,
the dog stops walking and shows aﬀection.

Make a Sensor Car!

Make a Sensor Melody
Light Robot!
【Transporter】Example

【Line Tracer】Example
【Sensor Melody Light Robot】Example
153142

Robotist Basic

JAN：4548030531423

150+
Pieces

Contents
● Studuino (with base mount) ……
● USB mini B Cable (80 cm) ……
● Battery Holder (for Size AA x 3) …
● Servomotor …………………
● DC motor ……………………
● Sound sensor ………………
● Light sensor …………………
● Reﬂective infrared sensor ……
● Touch sensor ………………
● Accelerometer ………………
● Buzzer ………………………

1
1
1
3
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

● LED (red, green, blue, and white) ……………… 1 each
● Sensor Connecting Cable (Three-wire 15 cm) ……8
● Sensor Connecting Cable (Three-wire 30 cm) ……2
● Sensor Connecting Cable (Four-wire 50 cm) ……1
● Basic cube White ……………………10
● Basic cube Clear ………………………2
● Triangle A Gray ………………………4
● Triangle A Clear ………………………2
● Half A Light gray ………………………2
● Half B Blue ……………………………10
● Half C Light aqua ……40

★ These are only a few examples of the robots you can make using Robotist Basic.
★ This set is for creating your own robots.
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● Half D Light blue………30
● Rotor axis C ……………8
● Disk ……………………2
● Wheel …………………4
● O-ring …………………4

Requires battery
(1.5V AA/LR6)

×3

(sold separately)

ROBOT

Transforming Robot

TECHNOLOGY
Download example
programs and assembly
instructions.

A k it to build a tra n sfor ming r o b o t o n yo u r o w n
【Transforming Robot】 Example

point:
It transforms into a car, and transforms again into a biped walking
robot afterwards.

Biped Walker

Transform

Car Type

A biped walking robot transforms into a car and transforms
back into a biped walking robot again!

153210

JAN：4548030532109

Robotist Transforming Robot

140+
Pieces

Contents
● Studuino (with base mount) ………………………
● USB mini B Cable (80 cm) ………………………
● Battery Holder (for Size AA x 3) ……………………
● Servomotor ……………………………………
● DC motor ………………………………………
● Sound sensor …………………………………
● LED Blue ………………………………………
● Sensor Connecting Cable (Three-wire 30 cm) ……
● Extension cable for servomotors …………………
● Basic cube White ……………………………
● Basic cube Clear ………………………………

1
1
1
6
1
1
1
2
2
11
2

● Triangle A Gray ………………………………
● Triangle A Clear ………………………………
● Half A Light gray ………………………………
● Half B Blue ……………………………………
● Half C Light aqua ……………………………
● Half D Light blue………………………………
● Wheel …………………………………………
● O-ring …………………………………………

5
2
11
11
53
20
4
2

Requires battery
(1.5V AA/LR6)

×3

(sold separately)
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ROBOT

TECHNOLOGY

Sensor Car
Control your robot using the reﬂective infrared sensor and touch sensor.

Imagination Download example
and assembly
in motion programs
instructions.
series
【Line Tracer】Example

The touch sensor attached on
the front detects any obstacle
and avoids it.

A
pp
lic
at
io
n

point:
【Turn Robot】 Example

【Transporter】 Example

point:

Put

It traces the line by detecting
it using the reﬂective infrared sensor.

point:
When the infrared sensor
detects any block, its arm
will grab it and move it to
the lane on the left.

point:
Control your robot to make more
advanced actions using two reﬂective
infrared sensors.
153141

Robotist Sensor Car

JAN：4548030531416

60+

Pieces

● Studuino (with base mount) ………………………
● USB mini B Cable (80 cm) ………………………
● Battery Holder (for Size AA x 3) ……………………
● DC motor ………………………………………
● Reﬂective infrared sensor ………………………
● Touch sensor …………………………………
● Sensor Connecting Cable (Three-wire 15 cm)……
● Basic cube White ……………………………
● Triangle A Gray ………………………………
● Half A Light gray ………………………………
● Half B Blue ……………………………………

1
1
1
2
2
2
4
4
4
2
8

● Half C Light aqua ……………………………
● Half D Light blue………………………………
● Rotor axis C ……………………………………
● Disk ……………………………………………
● Wheel …………………………………………
● O-ring …………………………………………

★ These are only a few examples of the robots you can make using Robotist Sensor Car.
★ This set is for creating your own robots.
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19
2
2
2
2
2

Requires battery
(1.5V AA/LR6)

×3

(sold separately)

ROBOT

TECHNOLOGY

Sensor Light
A kit to build a robot that senses sound and light
【Sensor Melody Light Robot】 Example

Imagination Download example
and assembly
in motion programs
instructions.
series

point:
All light and sound devices can be
programmed to respond to the touch sensor.

point:
Program LED illumination any way you like
and create melodies using the buzzer

【Light Tower】Example

point:
Adding a touch sensor to
make a light with a switch.
153140

Robotist Sensor Light

JAN：4548030531409

70+

Pieces

Contents
● Studuino (with base mount) ………………………
● USB mini B Cable (80 cm) ………………………
● Battery Holder (for Size AA x 3) ……………………
● Sound sensor …………………………………
● Light sensor ……………………………………
● Touch sensor …………………………………
● Buzzer …………………………………………
● LED Red…………………………………………
● LED Green………………………………………
● LED Blue ………………………………………
● LED White ………………………………………

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

● Sensor Connecting Cable (Three-wire 15 cm)……
● Basic cube White ……………………………
● Basic cube Clear ………………………………
● Triangle A Gray ………………………………
● Half B Blue ……………………………………
● Half C Light aqua ……………………………
● Half D Light blue………………………………

8
8
4
4
5
29
4

Requires battery
(1.5V AA/LR6)

×3

(sold separately)

★ These are only a few examples of the robots you can make using Robotist Sensor Light.
★ This set is for creating your own robots.
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ROBOT

TECHNOLOGY

Robot Programming
P r og ram m ab le robot with o u t u s ing a P C !

A car made from Artec blocks
(sold separately)

point:
Add Artec blocks to customize
your robot.

point:

Requires battery
(1.5V AA/LR6)

Easy programming. Simply
press the buttons!

×2

(sold separately)

1

Use the downloadable gage sheet to measure the forward distance and rotation.

2

Design your course and program. Write that down on the worksheet.
Forward

3

Forward

Create a program by just pressing buttons!
★ One button
press makes it
move for 0.5
seconds.
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Left
turn

Right
turn

...

Forward

Left
turn

Forward

Left
turn

...

196490

Forward

Right
turn

Forward

Left
turn

...

JAN：4548030964900

BT Programming Robot

Circuit board partially preassembled

■ Dimensions: Block/Basic cube: 20 × 20 × 20 mm, Half: 20 × 20 × 10 mm
■ Materials: ABS ■ Package: Cardboard box
★ The photo shows the circuit board
not preassembled.

Contents

● Gear box with motor ……………
● Hub ………………………………
● Circuit board mount ……………
● Half C Light aqua …………………
● Rotor axis C ………………………
● Wheel ……………………………
● O-ring ……………………………
● Screw (dia. 3 x 5 mm) ……………
● Screw (dia. 4 x 5 mm) ……………
● Solder ……………………………
● Push switch ………………………
● On/oﬀ switch ……………………
● LED…………………………………

2
2
1
2
1
3
2
2
4
1
4
1
1

● Ceramic resonator ………………
● Battery box ………………………
● Circuit board ……………………
● Electronic parts base ……………
● Basic cube White ………………
● Disk ………………………………

1
1
1
1
2
2

ROBOT

Block programming!

TECHNOLOGY

Easy programming!

Just drag & drop the icons to create a program

Requires battery
(1.5V AA/LR6)

×2

(sold separately)

Actions

Set four different actions.

point:

Time

Make a robot that runs
and traces the line by
detecting it with a infrared
sensor

Set times from 0.5-25.5
seconds.

Light

Use the light sensor to
create a program that
responds to the color of the course.

W i n d o w s X P, V i s t a ,
a n d 7 C o m p a t i b l e!

Forward

Left turn

①
0.5 sec

Both

Complex actions using

Application application program, application
actions or loop commands.

★ Control: Add Artec blocks to customize your robot.

Repeat
start

196492

Data transfers via optical
communication!

〜

⑨

25.5 sec

One side

Right side

１

２

Submenu

Submenu

JAN：4548030964924

PC Programming Robot

No need for a PC cable!

Pause

Right turn

Circuit board partially preassembled

■ Dimensions: Block/Basic cube: 20 × 20 × 20 mm, Half: 20 × 20 × 10 mm
■ Materials: ABS ■ Package: Cardboard box
★ The photo shows the circuit
board not preassembled.

Contents
● Preassembled board ……1
● Hub ……………………2
● Half C Light aqua ………2
● Rotor axis C ……………1
● Wheel …………………2
● O-ring …………………2
● Screw (dia. 4 x 5 mm) ……8
● Screw (dia. 3 x 5 mm) ……2

● Nut (dia. 4 mm) ……
● 5-hole metal ﬁtting……
● Spacer ……………
● Step bracket ………
● Bracket ……………
● Rivet ………………
● Basic cube White……
● Disk ………………
● Circuit board mount……

2
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
1

Just drag & drop the icons to create
a program

Easy operation! Programming Light.

point:
Use specialized free software
and make a practical light.

Specialized software will help you
program the LED's color, order, time,
repeat cycles, and sensor-controlled
events.

Requires battery
(1.5V AA/LR6)

×3

(sold separately)

W i n d o w s X P, V i s t a ,
a n d 7 C o m p a t i b l e!

★ Control: Add Artec blocks to customize your robot.

point:

Control the full-color LED with
a programmable microcomputer

Up to three sensors can
be added
(sold separately)!
★ Added only when the electronic parts are
not assembled.
★ The electronic parts are premounted.

Sound sensor (microphone)
Infrared sensor (pyroelectric type)

196494

JAN：4548030964948

PC Programming Light

Electronic parts preassembled (light part, sensors,
reﬂective infrared sensor preassembled)

★ The photo shows the circuit board not preassembled.

Contents
● Preassembled board ………………………………
● Circuit board mount ………………………………
● Screw (dia. 3 x 5 mm) ………………………………
● Screw (dia. 4 x 5 mm) ………………………………
● Basic cube White …………………………………
● Basic cube Clear ……………………………………
● Disk …………………………………………………

1
2
8
2
4
4
2
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Artec Block Parts

Block Parts

*Conditions may apply when ordering parts. Please contact us for details.

Basic Cube

Half A

Half B

Triangle A

Mini Cube

Disk

for Robot
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Wheel

Axle

Rotor Axis C

Half C

Half D

Rail A

Rail B

Beam

Multi Base A

Base Plate 12

Base Plate 18

O-ring

Gear Block L

Gear Block S

Drive Rail

Artec Block Parts

Robotist/Studuino Parts

Studuino

Base Mount for Robots

Extension cable for Servomotors

Sound Sensor for Robots

Light Sensor for Robots

Reﬂective Infrared Sensor for Robots

★ Three-wire Cable 15 cm and 30 cm
are available.
★ Four-wire Cable 50 cm is for
connecting to Accelerometers.
★ The photo shows
Three-wire cable15 cm.

Sensor Connecting Cable

Touch Sensor for Robots

★ Four colors: red, blue, green and white

Accelerometer for Robots

USB mini B Cable (80 cm)

Buzzer for Robots

Battery Box (for Size AA x 3)

LED for Robots

Servomotor 3 kg

DC Motor for Robots

Link ROBO Parts

★ 15 and 50 cm are available
★ 15 cm cord image
★ The cord when stretched

Three-wire Cable 15 cm

★ Cord length 50 cm

Switch

★ The photo shows completed example.

Gear Box

Battery Holder (for Size AA x 2)
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ARTISTIC

EXPRESSION

Room Layout
Design your dream house.

point:

point:

Room layouts of 1/15
scale are available.

Design any room layout

easily and freely.

point:
Includes furniture and
ﬂoor sheet

【1/15 scale 2BR with Dining ①】 Example

【1/15 scale 2BR with Dining ②】 Example

The side of Base Plate
18 (180 mm) is converted to
2700 mm for 1/15 scale.
Base Plate 18

【1/15 scale 1BR with Dining】Example

point:
Tips: Base plates can be
connected side to side.

150pcs

196485

point:
JAN：4548030964856

Room Layout 1/15
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Base plate 18 (180 × 180 mm) …………………………………………… 16
Multi base A ……………………………………………………………………… 42
Beam ……………………………………………………………………………… 28
Half D White …………………………………………………………………… 64
Floor sheet ………………………………………………………………………… 6
Assembly instructions …………………………………………………………… 1
Plastic container …………………………………………………………………… 1
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Tips: Easily
assemble by
inserting Multi
Base A into Base
Plates.

Multi Base A

ARTISTIC

EXPRESSION

Desk Animals
Make original desktop accessories with color blocks!

50pcs
152195

JAN：4548030521950

50pcs
152196

JAN：4548030521967

Desk Animals Set A

Desk Animals Set B

● Basic cube Red…4・Yellow…6・Yellow Green…3・Green…3・White…22
● Triangle A Yellow…3・Yellow Green…1・Green…1・White…3
● Half A White…1 ● Half B White…1 ● Disk…2

● Basic cube Pale Orange…9・Brown…27
● Triangle A Pale Orange…6・Brown…4
● Half A Brown…1 ● Half B Brown…1 ● Disk…2

SPACED
This game takes place in
a three-dimensional ﬁeld.

1 4 × 4 × ∞ (inﬁnity) Fill in the gaps!

Take turns adding one block at a time anywhere inside
the 4 x 4 block base area.

four of your blocks are arranged in
2 When
a row, you win!
Arrange four blocks in a row and say "Spaced!"

or

say it when you ﬁnd your opponent has arranged
four in a row before they realize it. Then you win!
If the opponent is not aware they have four blocks in a row,
say to the player "Spaced" on your turn and you win.

l
ﬁna
The e!
v
o
m

VER

TICA

L

TAL
IZON
HOR

L

ONA

DIAG

For further information about
SPACED, visit our website!
http://www.artec-kk.co.jp/en/spaced

64pcs

151776

JAN：4548030517762

64pcs

151777

JAN：4548030517779

64pcs

151778

JAN：4548030517786

SPACED JET BLACK

SPACED LIME GREEN

SPACED RO SE PI N K

● Basic cube Black, Clear ………………… 24 each
● Basic cube Light gray ……………………………… 16

● Basic cube Yellow green, Clear ……………… 24 each
● Basic cube Gray …………………………………… 16

● Basic cube Pink, Clear …………………… 24 each
● Basic cube White ………………………………… 16
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ARTISTIC

EXPRESSION

Block Art Gallery
Create works of art using the ideal,
versatile materials, Artec blocks.

Construction
【Taj Mahal】 Example

【Castle】 Example

Height: 56 cm (approx.)
2,600 pcs used (approx.)

Height: 36 cm (approx.)
3,400 pcs used (approx.)

【Moai Statues】Example
Height: 36 cm (approx.)
300 pcs used (approx.)

【Kinkaku-ji (Golden Pavillion)】 Example
Height: 58 cm (approx.)
2,300 pcs used (approx.)

3D
Models
【Portrait Sculpture】 Example
【Panda】Example

Height: 63 cm (approx.)
1,600 pcs used (approx.)

Height: 42 cm (approx.)
900 pcs used (approx.)

【Lion】 Example
Height: 50 cm (approx.)
1,000 pcs used (approx.)

【Armored Knight】 Example
Height: 154 cm (approx.)
7,500 pcs used (approx.)

【Propeller】 Example
Width:120 cm (approx.)
1,350 pcs used (approx.)

Geometry

Example

Example

Example

Example

Height: 28 cm (approx.)

Height: 28 cm (approx.)

Height: 52 cm (approx.)

Height: 24 cm (approx.)

365 pcs used (approx.)

216 pcs used (approx.)

294 pcs used (approx.)

77 pcs used (approx.)
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ARTISTIC

EXPRESSION

Enlarged

Dot Art

【Napoleon Crossing the Alps at Mont Saint Bernard】 Example

【The Fifer】 Example

Height: 144 cm (approx.)

Height: 233 cm (approx.)

18,200 pcs used (Mini cube, Base plate18)

6,200 pcs used (approx.)

General
Goods
【Photo Frame Whale】Example
Height: 13 cm (approx.)
46 pcs used

【Pen Holder Bear】 Example
Height: 11 cm (approx.)
48 pcs used

【Container Ninja】Example
Height: 11 cm (approx.)
43 pcs used

【Glasses Stand Owl】 Example
Height: 11 cm (approx.)
50 pcs used

【Mobile Stand Black cat】 Example
Height: 14 cm (approx.)

Stopmotion
Animation

45 pcs used
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Demonstration videos are on
Blocks video http://www.youtube.com/user/ArtecCoLtden

Check out our website for new product updates!
New products http://www.artec-kk.co.jp/en/blocks/

HEAD OFFICE 3-2-21 Kitakamei-cho, Yao-shi, Osaka 581-0066 Japan

Artec Co., Ltd.

TEL +81-72-990-5525 FAX +81-72-990-5510
E-mail export@artec-kk.co.jp Web site www.artec-kk.co.jp/en

★ Disclaimer: All products and information are subject to change without prior notice.
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